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We have gathered intentional practitioners who
have experienced and are leading the hard work of
remissioning in their established churches over the
last few years and developed a 30-week collective
learning experience that has: 

Practiced and tested tools
A growing network and community of leaders
who are doing the work
Experienced coaches to support and
encourage the process

The primary learning outcomes for our training is to
help you recalibrate your church around missional
presence, tackle the old policies and outdated
procedures, and honor the past while innovating
towards the future. The Remissioning Collective
helps you and your church to bear new fruit and
live on mission.

`Iwa Collaborative LLC is a consulting and content
developing firm that exists to empower kingdom-
grounded leaders to navigate change, grow adaptive
capacity, and foster local flourishing. 

Being a Disciple
Creative Destruction
Traditioned Innovation
Discipleship Pathways
Remissioning Leadership

30 weeks of training in a
Collective format, supported
by experienced practitioner

coaches and tested tools. Will
meet weekly online in 1 hour
sessions with one in-person

intensive.

Registration:

Course Materials:

In-Person Intensive:

$ 2,500

$ 30

Sept 26-28,
2024

Registration
Deadline:

Training 
Start Date:

March 8

Week of
March  11

hello@iwacollaborative.com

www.iwacollaborative.com

@iwacollaborative



Our training modules are framed around
the following 5 competentcies

Leadership that acknowledges limits and the habits of the cross that can
lead to resurrection. Seeking to be a disciple before making disciples.

Learning how to put the narrative of life, death, and resurrection into real-
time practice.

Holding the past and future in creative tension and learning to live more
fully in the present activity of God.

Organizing your teams, groups, and committees around a framework of
movemental discipleship rather than duties for service. Utilizing time-
bound experiences as pathways into neighboring, missional living, and the
disovery of new ways of leading.

Recognizing that every event, ritual, program, and tradition ultimately
shapes a church's mission. Discover thoughtful habits of pruning so that a
gathering of people can bear good fruit again.



28 Apr

5 May

12 May

19 May

26 May

2 Jun

9 Jun

16 Jun

23 Jun

Institutional Transformation1.

Learning to See Culture2.

Learning to See Ourselves3.

Identifying the Gaps4.

The Nature of Change5.

Beginning with the End1.

The Work of Remembering2.

Discovering How to Prune3.

Prospectus Preview + Checkpoint Reflection4.

10  Mar

17 Mar

7 Apr

14 Apr

21 Apr

2024 Syllabus

Week of

   Pre-Reading: Canoeing the Mountains by Tod Bolsinger

The Spirituality of Weakness1.

Finding Ourselves in the Story 2.

Self Care and Sustainable Practices3.

From Ownership to Stewardship4.

Week of

Week of

week of Mar 25 — 
week of Apr 1

Holy Week + Easter



18 Aug

25 Aug

8 Sep

15 Sep

29 Sep

6 Oct

13 Oct

20 Oct

27 Oct

3 Nov

Prospectus Preview + Checkpoint Reflection1.

Habits, Habits, Habits2.

Embracing Conflict3.

5-fold in Teams4.

Remissioning Leadership5.

New Healthy Metrics6.

Reset, Reimagine, Restart, Resurrect7.

Short-Term Prospectus8.

Long-Term Prospectus9.

Summary and Synthesis  + Prospectus Summary10.

30 Jun

7 Jul

14 Jul

21 Jul

28 Jul

4 Aug

11 Aug

Week of

Burying Preferences1.

Everything is Liturgical2.

The Collaborative Process3.

Creating Shared Experiments4.

Movemental Discipleship5.

Ecclesial Architecture6.

Race, Class, and Kingdom7.

Week of

September 26-28, 2024
Collective Intensive

(in-person 
immersive experience)



9a-11a

11a-1p

1p-5p

6p-8p

9a-11am

11a-12p

Intensives Session II

Lunch Break (on your own)

Intensives Session III: Immersive Experience

Collective Dinner (together)

Intensives Session IV

Closing for Collective Participants

5p-6p

6p-7p

7p-9p

Sep 26-Sep 28 2024 Collective Intensive

Registration for Collective Participants 

Collective Dinner (together)

Intensives Session I 

Chicago, IL



30 1

Remissioning Collective Registration $ 2,500

Required Event: 
3 Day/2 Night In-person Intensive 
(September 26-28 in Chicago, Illinois)

Cost:
Lodging/Travel

Pre-Reading Materials: Order Canoeing the
Mountains by Tod Bolsinger

$ 30

Weeks of
training

In-person
Intensive

hello@iwacollaborative.com www.iwacollaborative.com @iwacollaborative

www.iwacollaborative.com



'Iwa Collaborative exists to empower kingdom-
grounded leaders to navigate change, grow

adaptive capacity, and foster local flourishing.

hello@iwacollaborative.com www.iwacollaborative.com @iwacollaborative

Leaders and organizations often have to hold two things together: a
birdʻs eye view of the whole of their work and a rootedness on the
ground born out of deep relationships in people’s lives.

The ʻiwa (pronounced ee-vah) bird flies so high to look for food and
pay attention to its surroundings that it can soar for days or weeks.
However, the ʻiwa bird will eat with other birds and nest low to the
ground.

We specialize in helping communities to center discipleship and
make discipleship pathways to connect disciples to their local
mission. And, we help remission established organizations that are
trying to adapt their culture to seek the flourishing of their local
communities.

Whether your church, business, or non-profit is looking for help 
to see the big picture or make a plan to change things on the ground
we want to help you mature from the inside out.


